Although it sounds similar to slash fandom in the West, BL is completely different in its genealogy.
BL derives from the shōnen ai/shota (love between/for boys) manga and anime-that is, 2. BL fandom in China and the commercialgift fan culture which potentially provides maximum anonymity, has long been the main battlefield for Chinese BL practices (Feng 2009; Li 2009 , and BL fandom is now widely known online even by those who do not share a passion for BL. Although BL manga (fan art) and video (fan vids) occasionally manifest in the Chinese cybercommunity, fiction remains the most popular form in this participatory fan culture. The popularity of BL fiction also benefits from the flourishing of wangluo wenxue (cyberliterature) in China at the turn of the 21st century, a phenomenon on which little research has been done. some fan fics are initially based on copyrighted materials and may have already violated the law, people might argue that these works should not be produced for profit and hence should be saved from commercial Web sites and made accessible for free. However, such a reposting practice could be a double violation of copyright, with some fan fic authors potentially denied the opportunity to earn income from their work-paradoxically by other fans in the community. 3. Iron Man in Chinese BL fan fiction and enhanced human being in outer space. In today's cultural studies, the concept of the cyborg is adopted to describe "an organism, typically human, that has had technological artifacts added to its physical being" (Garner 2011, 88) . In the first Iron Man film, the arc reactor installed into Tony's chest was developed as a remedy to keep the shrapnel embedded in his body from reaching his heart. While the reactor was synthesized into his body to save his life, the suit of armor was built to enhance and extend his physical strength to escape his kidnappers-it became a weapon. That is to say, while Tony's lifethreatening injury was caused by a weapon developed by his own company, the lifesaving reactor in turn became the power source of his new lethal weapon. Powered by the superbattery wired into his chest and equipped with hightech armor over his body, Tony became an enhanced metalhuman cyborg, as his new name, Iron Man, suggests.
[4.4] At the turn of the 1990s, the concept of the cyborg was borrowed by Donna Haraway in her landmark essay, "A Cyborg Manifesto" (1991), as a metaphor to problematize naturalist and essentialist views of feminism. This approach foresaw the popularity of posthuman discussions of human conditions in the 1990s through to the 21st century. However, it is a contested notion, the meaning of which is highly contingent on its and enables the duo to physically enjoy an intimate relationship, but it is deemed unacceptable if it is mastered by a supervillain to conquer the world. Such cyborg superhero films and their BL reinterpretations thus enable an escape, a retreat, a withdrawal, or a collective transgression from the usual bioethical concerns that hover over us. These fictions also allow us to safely enjoy an imagined universe in which posthumans and other queer characters guard the world, protect people with their often unintentionally gained superpower, and become involved romantically and perhaps erotically in samesex relationships with their techenhanced superbodies.
[4.11] What is special about Overly Attached and other Jarny fan fics, however, is that they do not tend to exploit such superbodies in their respective fictional imagination; depiction of sexual conduct seems to be rather scarce in the Jarny subgenre. "At Home" and Endless Sleep completely leave out sexual content, while Overly Attached omits and avoids depictions of intercourse-in this 56chapter novel, the only detailed (yet brief) recounting of an erotic encounter between the two is found in chapter 35, where Tony is sexually aroused by hugging and kissing Jarvis, whereas the latter's bodily reaction is omitted by the author and remains unclear. All these fan works show a strong tendency to focus on the duo's mutual emotional attachment in lieu of physical intimacy, and
Overly Attached also puts more emphasis on their camaraderie as a battlefield duo combating their antagonists. and intensive sexual depictions often attracts most attention from readers and researchers, while alternative explorations like the Jarny pairing are underresearched. The Jarny fan fics I discuss here contrast with the hardcore BL fictions examined in previous scholarship (Feng 2009; Xu and Yang 2013) ; they also challenge our current insights that BL fictions often portray sexual intercourse "with exaggerated SM plot or other welldesigned sexual content" (Wei 2008, 12) , focus on "sexuality of children" (Li 2009, 19) , or merely stage sex scenes without well developed story lines, as BL's Japanese synonym, yaoi, denotes: no climax, no point, no meaning (Yama nashi, Ochi nashi, Imi nashi; see
McLelland 2005
). The Jarny pairing also reminds me of the pure love subgenre, in which, according to Fran Martin's (2012) observation, the erotic elements are often ambiguous and subtextual. In Jarny bromance, the relationship between a cyborg and an artificial intelligence is often more platonic than erotic; even when the latter has a humanshaped body, as in "At Home" and Overly Attached, the writers tend to be ambiguous about whether he is sexually abled. This kind of practice also echoes the current tendency among some BL writers to impose self censorship and make their works less erotic to potentially circumvent the authority's censorship (note 8).
[4.13] Moreover, the Jarny subgenre also marks a further breakaway from previous Chinese BL practices noticeably haunted by the popular Japanese kawaii style-cuteness, or a quality characterized by the "sweet, adorable, innocent, pure, simple, genuine, gentle, vulnerable, weak, and inexperienced" (Kinsella 1996 , 220; see also Yiu and Chan 2013 (Wei 2012 , 2014; Xiaomingxiong 1997; Hinsch 1990; Vitiello 2011; Wu 2004 (note 9).
[4.14] However, the writers of the Jarny pairing seem to be reluctant to make Jarvis cute or look any younger than his actual age. In Overly Attached, the author depicts Jarvis's self evolved appearance as "even taller than Tony… blueeyed, blond, and goodlooking, with an aristocratic temperament" (Chayeqiu 2013, my translation). In At Home, to take better care of Tony, Jarvis has built himself a humanshaped body-blueeyed, blond, and well dressed, not unlike the aristocratic image in Overly Attached. If Jarvis and Tony are paired up as adult white gentlemen without a kind of cute juvenile appearance, then the (stereo)typical kawaii formula has arguably expired in this subgenre. In these stories, adulthood has often taken the place of juvenile charm, and the superhero duo potentially enjoys a more mature relationship-if mature is ever a suitable word for the character of Tony Stark. The Jarny pairing enables BL fans to project their androphilic desire on real masculine white bodies rather than on the kawaii boys with their cute doll eyes, as is often seen in Japanese manga and anime. In an imagined universe full of superhero masculinity, advanced technology, and science fiction spectacle, which are signatures of (post)industrial American modernity, the superhero white image favored by some BL fans allows them not only to break away from the Japanese cuteness but also to pursue modernization in its original Western form rather than through the medium of a Westernized and modernized Japan.
[ heteronormative story lines contributes to a virtual counterpublic (Fraser 1992; Warner 2002 where they share their passion for both superheroes and BL. Their efforts have further underpinned the agency of female film/BL enthusiasts in the uneven flow of texts and images between the center of the superhero universe (Hollywood) and the periphery of its fan culture (Chinese BL fandom). What is centered in such BL superhero euphoria, and especially in the Jarny pairing, is an attempt from Chinese BL fans, consciously or unconsciously, to experiment with characters and aesthetic styles that are different from the genre's modern Japanese origins and its premodern roots in local Chinese samesex tradition, and to further explore queer bodies and images, samesex romance and desire, and bordercrossing subjects and subjectivities. These dynamic and increasingly diversified film fandoms and BL fandoms demand further investigation of their crosscultural intersections and interactions.
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